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10893 Throwable
Snakes Weapons MMH 98-11014 Chris M. 2007-01-24

As stupid and odd as it may seem, this adds throwable
snakes into the world of Morrowind. The snakes can be

bought from a merchant in Seyda Neen.     Also, they are as
stiff as a board and are held by the neck. I don't have the

means to make them be held by the tail, to there...

9973 Nightveil Quests MMH 68-13802 Chris M. 2010-01-02

"Long ago, on an island in the far north was a castle known
as Nightveil Castle. Home to an order of paladins, these
people protected Morrowind from evil... until evil struck

them. Attacked by an unknown force leading a horrendous
wave of skeletal soldiers, the entire island was stripped of...

8060 Recolored
Status Bars Miscellaneous MMH 53-11012 Chris M. 2007-01-23

Ever get sick of the same old colors for your Health,
Magicka, and Fatigue? Well, I do. If you would like different
colored Health, Magicka, and Fatigue bars, then this is the
download for you. Instructions come with the download. If

you request me to change the colors and then rerelease it, I
wi...

7701 Different
Settings Miscellaneous MMH 53-11003 Chris M. 2007-01-20

This changes several settings in Morrowind. I didn't
particularly like the names that they ad for some of the

magic types, or the stats, like Shock... it just sounds a little
stupid. So, I thought I would do something about it, just to

try and give it a little more of an RPG style (whether it
wor...

7388
Final Fantasy

Spells and
Materia

Magic and
Spells MMH 51-11018 Chris M. 2007-01-25

This adds many spells in the form of either materia or spells
from all of the Final Fantasy games. You can pick

whichever one you want. A merchant named the "Unknown
Traveler" will sell you the spells. He will also buy anything.

The spells are listed below:   -Fire, Fira, Firaga, Firaj...

6480 Dark
Ebonheart Dungeons MMH 31-11215 Chris M. 2007-04-29

Dark Ebonheart is a exact replication of Ebonheart...
however, this Ebonheart is ruled by a dark ruler, one who

has created much evil in the fort. The entire fort is in a
massive lake of lava, and the only way in or out of the
castle is through a crystal gateway in the docks (or by

swimming... wh...

5417 New Classes Classes MMH 20-11056 Chris M. 2007-02-13
This adds 9 new classes to Morrowind:   -Dark Crusader   -

Dark Wizard   -Illusionist   -Marksman   -Mercenary   -
Murderer   -Paladin   -Swordsmaster   -Templar   I may add

more classes in the futur...


